Agent-based modeling (ABM) is a bottom-up modeling approach, where each entity of the system being modeled is uniquely represented as an independent decision-making agent. Large scale emergent behavior in ABMs is population sensitive. As such, the number of agents in a simulation should be able to reflect the reality of the system being modeled, which can be in the order of millions or billions of individuals in certain domains. A natural solution to reach acceptable scalability in commodity multi-core processors consists of decomposing models such that each component can be independently processed by a different thread in a concurrent manner. In this paper we present a multithreaded Java implementation of the PPHPC ABM, with two goals in mind: 1) compare the performance of this implementation with an existing NetLogo implementation; and, 2) study how different parallelization strategies impact simulation performance on a shared memory architecture. Results show that: 1) model parallelization can yield considerable performance gains; 2) distinct parallelization strategies offer specific trade-offs in terms of performance and simulation reproducibility; and, 3) PPHPC is a valid reference model for comparing distinct implementations or parallelization strategies, from both performance and statistical accuracy perspectives.
Introduction
Agent-based modeling (ABM) is a bottom-up modeling approach, where each entity of the system being modeled is uniquely represented as an independent and methods have been developed to manage and reduce communication in distributed memory SABMs [50, 27] , nonetheless this is still a topic of active research [51] . Whatever the scenario, model partitioning should guarantee that each model component is as independent as possible in order to minimize communication between LPs. Furthermore, communication strategies should be designed to avoid deadlocks and to preserve the causality of simulation events while efficiently exploiting parallelism [28, 51] .
The second major issue when parallelizing ABMs is that it is very easy to inadvertently introduce changes which modify the model dynamic. This is akin to model replication, which is not a straightforward process [14, 67] . ABMs are very sensitive to implementation details: the impact that seemingly unimportant aspects such as data structures, algorithms, discrete time representation, floating point arithmetic or order of events can have on results is tremendous [67, 39] . The situation becomes more difficult with model parallelization, which by definition requires considerable changes in many of these aspects. Parry and Bithell [44] provide an informative account in which they were unable to successfully replicate a serial model when converting it to a parallel one. Conceptual models should be well specified and adequately described in order to achieve a successful model replication. As such, some authors have suggested that there should be a minimum standard for model communication, which should include at the very least: a) a structured natural language description using formal protocols such as ODD [25] ; and, b) the model's source code, given that it is the model's definitive implementation, not subject to the vagueness and uncertainty possibly associated with verbal descriptions [67, 40] .
In this paper we present a multithreaded Java implementation of the PPHPC 2 model [16] , featuring several user-selectable parallelization schemes. The goals of this investigation are two-fold: 1) compare the performance of the implementation presented here, realized in a "real" programming language, with the canonical NetLogo implementation discussed in reference [16] ; and, 2) study how different parallelization strategies impact simulation performance on a shared memory architecture. Care is taken so that all the parallelization strategies of the Java implementation yield similar statistical behavior as the NetLogo version, and among themselves. Leveraging on the fact that the PPHPC model captures important characteristics of SABMs, such as agent movement and local agent interactions, several conclusions on SABM parallelization techniques and the usefulness of PPHPC as a valid reference model are drawn. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, in section 2, previous work about parallelization of SABMs in shared memory architectures is discussed. Next, section 3, Methodology, is composed of three parts: 1) an overview of the PPHPC model; 2) a description of the Java implementation, including the several parallelization strategies; and, 3) a discussion on how to compare multiple PPHPC versions. Results, section 4, show that: 1) model parallelization and the use of a "real" programming language (as opposed to the NetLogo modeling language) can yield considerable performance gains; 2) distinct parallelization strategies offer specific trade-offs in terms of performance and simulation reproducibility; and, 3) PPHPC is a valid reference model for comparing distinct implementations or parallelization strategies, from both performance and statistical accuracy perspectives. Section 5 provides a global outline of what was accomplished in this work.
Background
Parry and Bithell [44] describe two techniques for partitioning SABM components across multiple computational cores: agent-parallel (AP) and environment-parallel (EP). While these are not mutually exclusive, they are nonetheless a good starting point for reasoning about SABM partitioning. In the AP approach, the model is divided at the agent-level, i.e. each LP is responsible for handling a set of agents. Load balancing is simpler as agents can be equally distributed among LPs so that each LP has a similar share of the computation [10, 44] . However, in a moving agents scenario, this partitioning leads to extra communication between LPs, which is required in order to ensure that spatially localized agent interactions are dealt with consistently, as co-location on a LP does not guarantee co-location in space [44] . In EP partitioning, model decomposition occurs at the spatial environment level, i.e. each LP is assigned a location, together with the agents it contains [10] . As such, local agent interactions will mostly occur in the same LPs. Unfortunately, when agent density varies spatially over time, e.g. in flocking or grouping patterns, load balancing issues may occur [10, 44, 22] . A corner case of this issue is when simulating chemotaxis-like patterns, where agent movement is influenced by a chemical concentration gradient, which can result in millions of agents swarming to the same location [17] .
Most attempts at parallelizing ABMs found in the literature are based on the distributed memory programming model [50, 51] , including a few generic ABM frameworks for high-performance computing [57, 26, 9, 7] . This approach allows models to scale to thousands of cores, usually found in supercomputertype setups [69, 68] . However, communication issues for larger models [51] and a more complex programming paradigm (when compared with multithreading on shared memory architectures) [34] can restrict this approach.
Recently, the trend has been on hybrid [54, 2] , GPU [36, 49, 63, 6] and heterogeneous [60, 62] methods. While these approaches allow concrete gains in simulation performance on commodity hardware, they come with an increased cost in implementation time due to the substantial more complex programming models. Hybrid methods, combining distributed and shared memory programming models, require modelers to master both paradigms, as well as specific multi-level model decomposition. GPU architectures require the reformulation of ABMs in terms of stream SIMD 3 computation and offer limited control flow constructs [36] . Heterogeneous methods, in which both CPU and GPU are utilized, entail complex synchronization and data transfers between the two processors, also requiring careful model decomposition so that components can be efficiently processed.
Among the possible parallelization techniques, multithreading is arguably the simplest to implement [34, 61] , with the added bonus of portability. For example, modern threading APIs, such as OpenMP 4 for C, C++ and Fortran or the Java 5.0 concurrency API [21] , greatly simplify multithreaded ABM implementations, and are available for a number of different shared memory CPU architectures and operating systems. In this work we focus on multithreaded SABMs implemented on traditional shared-memory architectures.
While the majority of ABM toolkits [58, 46, 4, 41] are targeted for singlethreaded execution on the CPU [48, 22] , there have been explicit attempts to parallelize some of them. Goldsby and Pancerella [22] describe adjustments made to the MASON agent-based simulation package [35] that allow the use of multiple threads without major changes to conventional agent-based programming. RepastJ [42] has adaptations to multi-core CPUs [15] , while Repast Simphony [43] supports parallel execution at the scheduling mechanism level. However, in most cases, the modeler must implement correct access semantics to shared data (e.g. environment and agent-agent interaction). One of the main problems in retrofitting parallelism to existing ABM frameworks and developing new "pure" parallel ABMs toolkits concerns the implementation of direct agent-to-agent memory access, which is model dependent and requires synchronization semantics such as locks or semaphores. These constructs are provided by the threading APIs, but efficient and thread-safe coordination of concurrent accesses still requires careful coding in order to obtain proper speedups with the number of cores, while avoiding common multithreading issues such as priority inversions or deadlocks [21] .
EcoKit, a simulation system for spatially-explicit ecological models [20] , was one of the first parallel realizations of an ABM on a shared memory architecture, implementing a static EP solution. The authors tested the system with a mouse migration model with 10 000 agents in a discrete 2D grid with 20 000 cells on an eight-processor SGI PowerChallenge machine [1] . One of the processors was used for the simulation kernel, while the remaining ones for the simulation itself. Results showed speedup stabilization at about four processors, reaching a maximum of 2.8 for seven processors.
A multithreaded SABM of immune system dynamics, parallelized using a static EP approach, is presented in reference [15] . Adequate speedups are obtained when chemotaxis is not simulated. However, in simulations involving this phenomena, agents in the order of thousands where shown to group in very few locations, causing severe load imbalances and limiting the scalability of simulations.
A cellular automata (CA) based ABM of opinion exchange, developed in C++ and parallelized with OpenMP, is presented by Gong et al. [23] . The authors analyze how the performance of the parallel model varies with the size of the 2D simulation grid and with the range of agent interactions. Parallelization of the model is achieved by partitioning the CA grid in a row-wise block-striped fashion, with each block assigned to one thread (and consequently, to one CPU core); because the agents are fixed, and there is one agent per grid cell, this type of partitioning is both AP (agent-parallel) and EP (environment-parallel). Several tests were performed in a 32-core CPU (AMD Opteron), with varying number of threads (from 1 to 32), grid sizes (up to 5000 × 5000) and interaction ranges (from 2 to 1000 cells). Increasing the number of threads resulted in improved speedup, but lower efficiency (speedup divided by the number of threads). Lower efficiency also occurred when increasing the size of the simulation grid (maintaining the interaction range) and when increasing the interaction range. Nonetheless, the achieved speedups are impressive. For example, for a grid of 4000×4000, and an interaction range of 2 cells, a 25× speedup is obtained with 32 threads.
Goldsby and Pancerella [22] proposed to retrofit multithreading in the MA-SON ABM toolkit using an EP approach, where each thread is assigned an equal part of the simulation environment. Each simulation step is divided into two parts separated by a barrier that synchronizes access to shared environment data. Agent movement is guaranteed by interprocessor message queues. Tests were performed on a machine with 32 Intel Xeon processors using two classic ABMs: 1) Flockers, a Boids-like model [47] in which agents display flocking behavior; and, 2) the HeatBugs model [66] . The latter was shown to scale well, particularly for larger number of agents, with effective speedup up to 28 threads. The Flockers model did not scale as well, with the authors suspecting that the tendency of agents to move in flocks lead to load balancing issues.
The accurate characterization of the dynamics of bacterial networks led to the design of BNSim [64] . A multithreading approach allows BNSim to efficiently simulate large populations of bacteria. As in reference [22] , simulation steps are divided in two parts with barrier synchronization, in a tick-tock pattern. During the "tick", agents perform their actions in parallel (AP). The environment is updated in EP fashion during "tocks". An efficient thread scheduler is used to balance the workload of both AP and EP stages of the simulation.
Methodology

Model overview
Here we present an overview of the PPHPC model. A complete description of the model (using the ODD protocol) is available in reference [16] .
Purpose
The purpose of PPHPC is to serve as a standard model for studying and evaluating SABM implementation strategies. It is a realization of a predator-prey dynamic system, and captures important characteristics of SABMs, such as agent movement and local agent interactions. The model can be implemented using substantially different approaches that ensure statistically equivalent results. Implementations may differ in aspects such as the selected system architecture, choice of programming language and/or agent-based modeling framework, parallelization strategy, random number generator, and so forth.
Entities, state variables, scales
The PPHPC model is composed of three entity classes: agents, grid cells and environment. Each of these entity classes is defined by a set of state variables, as shown in Table 1 . Time-dependent state variables are represented with uppercase letters, while constant state variables and parameters are denoted by lowercase letters. The t state variable defines the agent type, either s (sheep, i.e. prey) or w (wolf, i.e. predator). The only behavioral difference between the two types is in the feeding pattern: while prey consume passive cell-bound food, predators consume prey. Other than that, prey and predators may have different values for other state variables, as denoted by the superscripts s and w. Agents have an energy state variable, E, which increases by g {s,w} when feeding, decreases by l {s,w} when moving, and decreases by half when reproducing. When energy reaches zero, the agent is removed from the simulation. Agents with energy higher than r {s,w} T may reproduce with probability given by r {s,w} P . The grid position state variables, X and Y , indicate which cell the agent is located in. There is no conceptual limit on the number of agents that can exist during the course of a simulation run.
Instances of the grid cell entity class can be thought of the place or neighborhood where agents act, namely where they try to feed and reproduce. Agents Algorithm 1 Main simulation algorithm. for loops can be processed in any order or in random order. In terms of expected dynamic behavior, the former means the order is not relevant, while the latter specifies loop iterations should be explicitly shuffled.
for each agent do Any order
6:
Move()
end for
for each grid cell do Any order
9:
GrowFood()
10:
11:
for each agent do Random order
12:
Act()
13:
14:
GetStats()
15:
i ← i + 1 16: end for can only interact with other agents and resources located in the same grid cell. Grid cells have a fixed grid position, (x, y), and contain only one resource, cellbound food (grass), which can be consumed by prey, and is represented by the countdown state variable C. The C state variable specifies the number of iterations left for the cell-bound food to become available. Food becomes available when C = 0, and when a prey consumes it, C is set to c r .
The set of all grid cells forms the environment entity, a toroidal square grid where the simulation takes place. The environment is defined by its size, (x env , y env ), and by the restart parameter, c r .
Temporal extent is represented by a positive integer m, which denotes the number of discrete simulation steps or iterations.
Process overview and scheduling
Algorithm 1 describes the simulation schedule and its associated processes. Execution starts with an initialization process, Init(). The process begins by instantiating the environment entity and filling it with x env × y env grid cells. Cell-bound food is initially available with 50% probability. If not available, the countdown state variable, C, is set to a random value between 1 and c r . At this time, a predetermined number of agents are arbitrarily placed in the simulation environment, with initial energy set to a random value between 1 and 2g {s,w} . After initialization, and to get the simulation state at iteration zero, outputs are gathered by the GetStats() process (discussed in further detail in section 3. Cell food restart c r Table 2 -Size-related and dynamics-related model parameters.
is sub-divided into four steps: 1) agent movement; 2) food growth in grid cells; 3) agent actions; and, 4) gathering of simulation outputs.
In step 1, agents Move(), in any order, within a Von Neumann neighborhood, i.e. up, down, left, right or stay in the same cell, with equal probability. Agents lose l {s,w} units of energy when they move, even if they stay in the same cell; if energy reaches zero, the agent dies and is removed from the simulation. In step 2, during the GrowFood() process, each grid cell checks if there is food available, i.e. if C = 0. If not, i.e. if C > 0, C is decremented by one unit. In step 3, agents Act() in explicitly random order, i.e. the agent list should be shuffled before the agents have a chance to act. During the Act() process, agents first try to eat, and then try to reproduce.
Parameterization
Model parameters can be qualitatively separated into size-related and dynamics-related parameters, as shown in Table 2 . Although size-related parameters also influence model dynamics, this separation is useful for parameterizing simulations.
Concerning size-related parameters, more specifically, the grid size, we propose a base value of 100 × 100, associated with 400 prey and 200 predators. Different grid sizes should have proportionally assigned agent population sizes, as shown in Table 3 .
For the dynamics-related parameters, we propose two sets of parameters, Table 4 , which generate two distinct dynamics. The second parameter set typically yields more than twice the number of agents than the first parameter set. Matching results with runs based on distinct parameters is necessary in order to have a high degree of confidence in the similarity of different implementations [14] . While many more combinations of parameters can be experimented, these two sets are the basis which PPHPC implementations can use to check for correctness.
While simulations of the PPHPC model are essentially non-terminating 5 ,
5 A non-terminating simulation is one for which there is no natural event to specify the Cell food restart c r 10 15 the number of iterations, m, is set to 4000, as it allows to analyze steady-state behavior for all the parameter combinations discussed here.
Outputs
The following vector is collected in the GetStats() process, where i refers to the current iteration: contain the mean energy of prey and predator populations. Finally, C i refers to the mean value of the C state variable in all grid cells.
length of a run [33] . 
A multithreaded Java implementation
Java is a general-purpose, object-oriented computer programming language, and is usually compiled to bytecode that runs on a Java Virtual Machine (JVM) [24] . Version 5.0 of the Java programming language marked a huge step forward for the development of concurrent applications, offering new higher-level components and additional low-level mechanisms that make it simpler to build concurrent applications [21] . Java is a well-known language within the ABM community, powering popular toolkits such as Repast Simphony [43] and MA-SON [35] . Additionally, NetLogo also runs on the JVM, making a Java implementation of PPHPC even more appropriate for performance comparison purposes. The Java implementation of PPHPC is based on the concept of units of work, which are processed by one or more worker threads. The basic unit of work is a single grid cell, except in the agent initialization stage (which takes place during the Init() process), where the unit of work corresponds to the instantiation and deployment of a single agent.
Work providers supply worker threads with tokens uniquely identifying the units of work to be processed. Different work providers offer specific parallelization strategies, as will be discussed in section 3.2.3.
Architecture
The Java implementation is built upon the Model-View-Controller design pattern [18] , as shown in Figure 2 . The model (generically represented by the IModel interface) contains the actual ABM logic, aggregating the simulation grid (interface ISpace), composed of grid cells (interface ICell). Cells are associated with zero or more agents (interface IAgent). The model can be manipulated and observed using one or more views, represented by the IView interface. Views observe the model directly but manipulate it (e.g. start, pause, stop) via the controller (interface IController). Work factories (classes implementing the IWorkFactory interface), are responsible for creating objects which handle how units of work are processed, namely the controller and the work provider (the latter represented by the IWorkProvider interface).
The controller spawns a specified number of worker threads (instances of the SimWorker class), which will execute Algorithm 1. The quantity of work each worker processes is determined by the work provider, i.e. by the tokens it provides. To improve performance, workers execute the operations in Algorithm Algorithm 2 Realization of the main simulation algorithm in the SimWorker class. Calls to ControllerSync() are controller synchronization points. 
ControllerSync (6) 15:
ControllerSync (7) 17:
i ← i + 1 18: end for 19: ControllerSync (8) 1 in a different order, but in a way that the final qualitative simulation outcome does not change, as outlined in Algorithm 2 6 . The Init() process, line 1 of Algorithm 1, is divided in four steps, which can be processed in parallel, as determined by the work provider: 1) instantiation and initialization of grid cells (line 2 of Algorithm 2); 2) connecting cells to their neighbors (line 4 of Algorithm 2); 3) instantiation of prey (line 6 of Algorithm 2); and, 4) instantiation of predators (line 7 of Algorithm 2). In steps 1 and 2 the unit of work represents a single grid cell. In steps 3 and 4 the unit of work represents the instantiation and deployment of a single agent.
Next, workers execute the GetStats() process (line 2 of Algorithm 1 and line 9 of Algorithm 2). Data required for the observation of the model, specified in section 3.1.5, is collected on a cell-by-cell basis. After processing their allocated cells, workers then update a global statistics object.
Lines 5 to 10 of Algorithm 1, which include agent movement and growth of cell-bound food, are condensed into a single EP loop (line 13 of Algorithm 2). This is possible because the Move() and GrowFood() processes are independent; i.e. the consequences of either will only impact the Act() process, which occurs later. Most importantly, both Move() and GrowFood() are cell-wise independent and can be processed autonomously for each cell in an EP loop. When a cell is processed, agents located therein are prompted to move, and then the cell is asked to execute its GrowFood() process. Care is taken so that agents that already moved are not prompted to move again.
Finally, lines 11 to 14 of Algorithm 1, containing the Act() and GetStats() processes, are also contracted into one EP loop, as shown in line 15 of Algorithm 2. While agent actions and statistics gathering are not independent events (i.e. the former must occur before end-of-iteration data is obtained), they are cellwise independent. As specified in section 3.1.2, the actions of an agent are limited to the cell it occupies. Thus, after agent actions take place in a cell, end-of-iteration cell data is collected. Note that before agents in a cell act, the local agent list is shuffled according to Algorithm 1, i.e. random order. After processing all of their allocated cells, workers then update a global statistics object.
Lines 13 and 15 of Algorithm 2 reflect the separation of each simulation step into two parts, in a "tick-tock" fashion. This is often necessary in multithreaded ABM implementations to synchronize agent movement, agent actions, environmental dynamics or reading and writing of shared environment areas [64, 22] .
Random number generators and reproducible simulations
Reproducibility of simulations is an important and often overlooked aspect of ABM parallelization. As explained by Hill et al. [28] , "To investigate and understand the results, we have to reproduce the same scenarios and find the same confidence intervals every time we run the same stochastic experiment. When debugging parallel stochastic applications, we need to reproduce the same control flow and the same result to correct an anomalous behavior". Most ABMs, including the one presented here, use one or more stochastic processes.
PRNGs use iterative deterministic algorithms for producing a sequence of pseudo-random numbers that approximate a truly random sequence [8] . A PRNG consists of a finite set of states, and a transition function that takes the PRNG from one state to the next. The initial state of the PRNG is called the seed [52] . As such, PRNGs are used in simulations to mimic stochastic processes in a reproducible fashion.
Reproducibility is simple to accomplish in a single-threaded implementation, sufficing the use of the same PRNG and seed, with deterministic scheduling of all stochastic processes. However, in a parallel simulation context, there are practical trade-offs between reproducibility, memory and speed [61] . Additionally, the use of PRNGs in parallel simulations comes with its own set of problems, such as hidden correlations or overlaps in different sub-streams of the same PRNG [28] .
For the Java PPHPC implementation, parallel pseudo-random generation is carried out in the following manner. The i th worker thread obtains its own sub-sequence of a global random sequence by using a unique seed, S i , through a random spacing approach [28] . Each seed S i is derived from the worker's unique identifier, i, and from a user specified global seed, S, according to Eq. 1,
where ⊕ is the bitwise XOR operator and SHA256() is the SHA-256 cryptographic hash function. The Java implementation of PPHPC uses the Uncommons Maths library [13] , taking advantage of the several PRNGs it provides.
For the results presented in this paper, the library's Mersenne Twister implementation was used, because it is the same PRNG used by NetLogo, and its very large period of 2 19937 − 1 makes sub-stream overlapping highly unlikely to occur [5, 53] .
Considering that each worker has its own PRNG sub-sequence, the following conditions are required in order to make simulations reproducible:
1. Each worker must process the exact same work between runs, i.e. it must:
(a) Instantiate the same quantity of initial agents and place them in the same cells.
(b) Process the same cells.
2. Agents within a cell must be processed in the same order.
The first condition can be guaranteed if work providers always assign the same tokens to the same worker. The second condition may be problematic when cell-level synchronization is required, which occurs during agent movement. As will be discussed in the next section, this issue can be solved within the current framework by placing agents in their destination cell using some deterministic order criteria. This ensures that, when entering the agent action stage, each cell contains an ordered list of agents, ready to act.
A broader way of forcing reproducibility of simulations is to associate the PRNG sub-sequences with cells and not with worker threads. However, this can result in a large number of parallel PRNG states (e.g. 1.6 × 10 5 PRNG states are required for model size 400). There are two main problems with this approach. The first, already briefly discussed, is that the problems associated with parallel PRNGs become worse when partitioning the PRNG stream into more and more sub-streams [28] . The second issue is related to the required memory. For the problem of size 400, using a large period PRNG (in order to minimize the first problem) such as the Mersenne Twister, will approximately require 380 MiB of memory just for the PRNG states; for larger model sizes, such as 1600, almost 6 GiB are required.
Parallelization strategies
A parallelization strategy is defined by the selected work factory, more specifically by the work providers it offers, and by the way it configures the controller. The work factory is first requested to instantiate and configure an appropriate controller object. When the simulation starts, the controller spawns the number of workers specified by the work factory, and each worker gets a reference to the controller and to the work factory. Workers use the former to synchronize themselves and the latter to get references to work providers; these, in turn, provide workers with tokens, i.e. integers that uniquely identify units of work. When a work provider returns a negative value, it means that the current parallel work cycle is finished. Three work providers are used by workers: one for the cells, which provides work in an EP fashion for all cell-wise work cycles, and two for the initial agent creation (one for prey, the other for predators), which provide AP work. The latter are used only once during the Init() process, while the former, i.e. the cell work provider, is continuously reused.
To accommodate different parallelization strategies, workers have several possible synchronization points, which occur at three different levels: 1) controller; 2) work provider; and 3) grid cells.
There are eight controller-level synchronization points. All workers explicitly notify the controller when they reach them, as shown by the calls to ControllerSync() in Algorithm 2. Whether or not workers are held on that point by the remaining workers depends on how the controller was configured by the work factory. There are, however, some points where barriers are mandatory. For example, no worker can begin processing agent actions before all agents have moved and all food has grown; thus, synchronization point 6 (line 14 of Algorithm 2) is necessarily a barrier. Sequences of concurrent computation (AP or EP) and thread communication, terminating with a barrier, can be considered global supersteps under a Bulk Synchronous Parallel model [59] . Work provider and cell-level synchronization is performed implicitly when workers request work and when they process cells, respectively. There are two possible cell-level synchronization points: 1) when inserting initial agents during the Init() process; and, 2) when inserting agents moving from other cells. Again, whether or not workers are actually synchronized at work provider and cell-level synchronization points depends on the parallelization strategy. Five parallelization strategies are provided, as shown in Table 5 , which also enumerates all possible synchronization points and how the different strategies handle them. The following paragraphs describe in detail these parallelization strategies.
Single-thread (ST)
A single-threaded work factory (SingleThreadWorkFactory class) is provided for comparison with the multithreaded work factories. This work factory configures the controller such that no synchronization occurs when the (single) worker explicitly notifies the controller that it reached a given synchronization point. Likewise, no work provider or cell-level synchronization is required. The work providers made available by the single-threaded work factory (instances of the SingleThreadWorkProvider class) maintain a simple counter which issues tokens to the single worker. Simulation objects (cells and agents) are always iterated in the same order, which allows for simulation reproducibility. Table 5 -Parallelization strategies (PS) and their handling of the possible synchronization points at the level of the controller, work provider (WP) and grid cell. B means there is a barrier, i.e. that workers can only advance when all workers have reached the sync. point. S implies access serialization, but workers do not have to wait on other workers before continuing; S is similar, but implies an ordered agent insertion, which might take longer than simple access serialization.
PS
Equal (EQ)
The general idea of the EQ parallelization strategy (handled by the EqualWorkFactory class) is that each worker always processes the same work. Work distribution is performed once at the beginning of the simulation by the associated work providers (instances of the EqualWorkProvider class), and then the workers are always given the same exact tokens, e.g. they always process the same cells in the EP sections. Cell-level synchronization is required because more than one worker may potentially access the same cell at the same time for agent movement or initial agent placement. The first worker to whom access is granted gets to place its agent topmost in the cell's internal agent list. This means that, because thread synchronization is not a deterministic process, agents will not be processed in the same order from run to run. Thus, simulations with this work factory are not reproducible. The maximum number of tokens to be processed by each worker, n, is given by
where T is the number of tokens to be processed in a parallel work cycle, and N is the number of worker threads. If T is not equally divisible between the available workers, the last worker will process less work than the remaining workers, as shown in Eq. 3,
where i identifies the i th worker, and t i corresponds to the range of tokens which will be processed by the i th worker.
Equal with repeatability (EX)
The EX parallelization strategy is a slight variation on EQ. The same classes are used, the only difference is that when workers access the same cell at the same time for agent placement purposes, the agent is placed in ordered fashion, as shown in Table 5 . This allows for reproducible simulations because agents will be processed in the same order.
Equal with row synchronization (ER)
In the ER parallelization strategy, as in the previous strategies, work is assigned to workers at the beginning of the simulation. The difference here is that each worker serially processes rows of the simulation grid, leaving a distance of at least three rows (including the row to be processed) to the next worker (see Figure 3 ). More generally, this distance is given by
where r is the agent movement radius, which is 1 for the PPHPC model. This approach allows workers to run in parallel without any need for cell-level synchronization, because they synchronize at the end of each row at the work provider level. Thus, agents always move to neighboring cells in the same order, making simulations reproducible. The EqualRowSyncWorkFactory class is responsible for configuring the controller and issuing the appropriate work providers. An instance of the EqualRowSyncWorkProvider class is issued for EP work. However, this approach does not make sense for AP work; as such, the agent initialization phase, which is handled in AP fashion, is managed by instances of the EqualWorkProvider class. For simulations to be reproducible, initial agents are inserted in an ordered fashion, as shown in Table 5 .
This strategy implies that there is a practical maximum number of workers depending on the number of rows, y env , and on the minimum distance between rows, d min , as shown in Eq. 5:
If the specified number of workers, N , is larger than N max , an exception is thrown and the simulation terminates. An initial estimate of the number of rows per worker, ∆y, is given by
This estimate can be incremented if: 1) the number of rows is not equally divisible by the number of workers; and, 2) after incrementing it, there are enough rows for the last worker to process. This is shown in Eq. 7, where ∆y f is the final number of rows per worker:
From the workers perspective, what matters are the tokens to process. All workers, except possibly the last one, will process n tokens, according to Eq. 8. The exact tokens that the i th worker will process are given in Eq. 9. Note that any adjustment due to the number of rows not being exactly divisible by the number of workers is performed on the last worker.
On-demand (OD) The OD parallelization strategy, managed by an instance of the OnDemandWorkFactory class, aims to improve load balancing by issuing smaller blocks of tokens to keep workers busy. Work providers, instances of the OnDemandWorkProvider class, maintain a counter of the tokens already issued to workers. Each time a worker requests more tokens, this counter is incremented by the block size, b. Access to the work provider is serialized, as shown in Table 5 , because the work counter needs to be atomically incremented. The counter is implemented using an instance of the AtomicInteger class, which was added to the Java SE 5.0 API. Lower values of b will cause workers to fetch tokens from the work provider more often, which may cause some thread contention; however, work distribution is improved because workers are more likely to be processing work instead of waiting for slower workers at controller synchronization points. Conversely, with higher values of b, worker threads will request work less frequently, which leads to lower thread contention; on the downside, faster workers may have to wait longer for slower ones. Thus, b controls a trade-off between thread contention and load balancing. If b is selected such that workers only access the work provider once and the same amount of work is assigned to each worker, the OD strategy becomes similar to EQ, but with additional synchronization. Table 5 also shows that the OD strategy requires all workers to explicitly wait for one another at controller synchronization point 5. This is required because some workers may finish processing their GetStats() tokens early (line 9 of Algorithm 2), while others lag behind; at line 13 of Algorithm 2, faster workers could potentially obtain work tokens that are still being processed by slower workers at line 9.
This parallelization strategy does not offer reproducible simulations because workers obtain tokens in a FIFO fashion which is dependent on the OS thread scheduling, and thus not deterministic. As such, it is not possible to anticipate which worker will process which tokens, resulting in cells being associated with different worker-bound PRNG sub-sequences from iteration to iteration and from run to run.
Source code
The Java implementation described here is available at https://github.com/ fakenmc/pphpc/tree/java/java.
Comparison of multiple implementations
Axtell et al. [3] define three replication or comparison standards for the level of similarity between model outputs: numerical identity, distributional equivalence and relational alignment. The first, numerical identity, implies exact numerical output, but it is difficult to attain and not critical for showing that two models have the same type of dynamic behavior. To achieve this goal, distributional equivalence is a more appropriate choice when parallelizing ABMs, as it aims to reveal the statistical similarity between two outputs. Finally, relational alignment between two outputs exists if they show qualitatively similar dependencies with input data, which is frequently the only way to compare a model with another which is inaccessible (e.g. implementation has not been made available by the original author), or with a non-controllable "real" system (such as a model of the human immune system [15] ).
Given that we are essentially interested in showing that the parallel variants of the Java implementation have statistically indistinguishable behavior from the canonical NetLogo implementation, we aim for the comparison standard of distributional equivalence. In order to compare multiple versions of PPHPC for distributional equivalence, we follow the approach taken by Wilensky and Rand [67] , demonstrating the distributional equivalence of a few statistical summaries for each output, avoiding the need of trying to show distributional equivalence for every output at every iteration. This process can be realized with the following steps: 1) select a set of statistics which summarize each output (individual statistics from each output are designated as focal measures); 2) for each version of PPHPC or parallelization strategy, obtain samples of individual focal measures from a number of replications (each replication performed with a different PRNG seed); and, 3) apply a statistical test to the several samples of individual focal measures to check if they are distributionally equivalent.
In the first step we select, for each of the six outputs, the six statistical summaries described in 
Steady-state sample standard deviation. Table 6 -Statistical summaries for each output X, where Xi is the value of X at iteration i, m denotes the last iteration, and l corresponds to the iteration separating the transient and steady-state stages. For parameter set 1, l = 1000, while for parameter set 2, l = 2000.
behind this selection, including the choice of l, which separates the transient and steady-state stages of the simulation, is discuss in detail in reference [16] .
For step 2, a number of replications was performed for each version of PPHPC or parallelization strategy, with the global PRNG seed, S, taken from the MD5 checksum of the replication number such that individual replications are performed with essentially uncorrelated seeds.
Concerning step 3, a number of statistical tests can be used to determine if focal measures from different PPHPC versions or parallelization strategies are distributionally equivalent. The choice of statistical test(s) depends on a number of factors, such as the number of samples to be compared or whether a specific focal measure follows a normal distribution. Regarding the former, there are six samples to be compared for each focal measure, produced by the NetLogo implementation and the five parallel variants of the Java implementation. Concerning the latter, some focal measures follow an approximately normal distribution, while others do not [16] . Consequently, a statistical test which is able to simultaneously compare six samples and does not assume normality of sample populations is desirable. The Kruskal-Wallis test [32] fills these requirements. It is the non-parametric equivalent of ANOVA, allowing us to compare samples drawn from populations with normal and non-normal distributions, extending the Mann-Whitney U test for more than two samples [19] . It tests the null hypothesis that all samples are drawn from the same distribution by comparing their medians. As such, it is used in this work to compare the outputs of the six PPHPC realizations.
Results and Discussion
A total of 10 replications were performed with the following combination of parameters:
• Implementations (variants): NetLogo (NL) and Java (ST, EQ, EX, ER and OD)
• Parameter sets: 1, 2
• Model sizes: 100, 200, 400, 800, 1600
• Number of threads (multithreaded Java variants only): 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 12, 16, 24
• Block size (Java OD variant only): 20, 50, 100, 200, 500, 1000, 2000, 5000
This implies a total of 20 and 1780 replications per size for the NetLogo and Java implementations, respectively, causing practical difficulties in scaling the experiment to sizes above 1600. For each combination of parameters, the 10 replications were performed with distinct PRNG seeds. These replications are the basis for both the performance and statistical analysis performed in the next sections. All performance results are based on the mean run time of the 10 replications.
Replications were performed in "headless" mode for both implementations, i.e., without any graphical component. For the NetLogo implementation this meant the use of the BehaviorSpace tool from the command line. Parallel runs were disabled because we were interested in benchmarking the performance of individual runs, and simultaneous runs may have interfered in the measurements. Replications with the Java implementation were performed with a single non-GUI MVC view, which performs a simulation from start to finish without user intervention.
All replications were performed on a machine with the following hardware and software configuration:
• Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-3930K CPU 3.20GHz (six cores, two logical processors per core), 32GB RAM
• Ubuntu 14.04.2 LTS, OpenJDK Java 1.7.0, NetLogo 5.1.0
The data produced by this computational experiment, as well as the scripts used to set up the experiment, are made available to other researchers at https: //zenodo.org/record/34049. for Java single-thread, over the execution time of a parallel variant using p workers (T p ), as defined by provides good performance across the different model sizes and parameter sets. Table 7 provides more detailed data, including simulation times and relative standard deviations. The latter were consistently small, mainly in the order of 1%-4%, and are thus not considered for the remainder of the discussion. In Figure 4 it is immediately noticeable that the single-threaded version of the Java implementation (ST) is 5× to 8× faster than the NetLogo (NL) implementation. Interestingly, the speedup is very consistent for the several tested sizes and for both parameter sets. Although NetLogo is getting considerably more efficient in the last few years [37] , implementing an ABM directly in a programming language still seems to provide better performance. Observing the results for the multithreaded Java variants (EQ, EX, ER and OD), speedups up to 40 further validate that hypothesis.
Performance comparison
The Java implementations with equal work distribution, EQ and EX, offer similar performance, with a slight advantage to the former. The ordered agent insertion performed by the EX variant takes a small toll, but the advantage of repeatability clearly offsets that issue.
It is also obvious that the potential benefits offered by the ER variant, namely the avoidance of cell-level synchronization during agent movement, do not outweigh the overhead of row-level synchronization. However, as shown in Figures 4 and 5 , the performance of ER improves for larger model sizes. Nonetheless, the EX variant also offers repeatability, while being faster for the tested model sizes. The ER variant is actually slower than the ST version for smaller simulations. The only selling point for ER would be if it could outperform other implementations for very large model sizes not tested in this work. This is suggested by Figure 5 , which shows that ER is the only variant that decreases relative simulation time with increasing model sizes.
The OD variant offers the best speedups in most of the test cases. The problem with the OD strategy is that it does not offer repeatable simulations, although a more general solution for this problem is discussed in section 3.2.2. A performance analysis specific for the OD version is presented in section 4.3.
Generally, as shown in Figure 4 , the speedup of the multithreaded variants improves for larger model sizes. This is clearer for parameter set 2, which yields simulations with more agents. Larger models, in grid size or number of agents, tend to reduce the overhead of parallelization [22] . The only exception is for model size 200 with parameter set 1, where all pure Java versions offer substantial speedups versus the NL version (see Figure 4a ). Figure 5a shows this variation can be attributed to consistently faster than expected execution of the Java implementations (except ER) for this size. Although the variation is unexpected, the individual run times do not show much variance between themselves (as shown in Table 7 ), so this behavior is consistent and not attributable to outliers. With model size 1600, most parallel variants offer speedups up to 6 against the ST version, denoting efficient usage of the six-core hyper-threaded Intel processor. If we consider the number of LPs as the performance target, however, near ideal speedup, S ST p ≈ 12, is harder to achieve because each pair of LPs shares execution resources from a single hyper-threaded core. Figure 6 displays, for the two parameter sets and selected model sizes (100, 400 and 1600), how the simulation time is affected by varying the number of worker threads in the multithreaded variants. Except for model size 100, the optimal number of workers is 12, which is in accordance with the number of threads directly supported by the hardware. As a general tendency, larger model sizes benefit more from higher number of workers. The same can be said of parameter set 2, which, having considerably more agents in action, also profits from having more workers. For smaller sizes and/or lower number of agents, each worker thread has less work to do and thus workers spend a larger percentage of time waiting in synchronization points. The OD variant seems to scale better with more workers, most likely because workers process work as it becomes available, spending relatively less time waiting.
Varying the number of worker threads
Analysis of the OD parallelization strategy
The OD parallelization strategy deserves a more thorough analysis because of the block size parameter, b. Figure 7 is that performance is not much affected by b, with the exception of size 100; in this case, larger values of b divide the environment in sizeable sections, such that some workers never get any work to do. For example, a 100 × 100 grid has 10 000 grid cells, and if divided into sections of 5000 cells, only two worker threads will have work to do.
Generally, best or close to best simulation times are obtained with b = 500 across all tested model sizes and parameter sets. As such, this is the value used when comparing OD with the remaining versions.
Statistical analysis of model output data
The p-values obtained from the Kruskal-Wallis test by comparing the selected focal measures of the different PPHPC versions for all combinations of parameter sets and model sizes are provided in Table 8 . In a total of 360 p-values (36 focal measures, 2 parameter sets, 5 model sizes), 28 are bellow the 0.05 significance level; of these, only nine are bellow 0.01. However, there are two low p-values that stand-out for min E s i , associated with model sizes 200 and 800, parameter set 1, suggesting that at least one of the implementations (i.e. samples) produced significantly different minimum values for mean prey energy. Taking a closer look at the distributional behavior of the min E s i focal measure for parameter set 1 [16] , we note that this value always occurs at iteration zero, the initial state of the simulation (i.e., arg min E s i = 0). Additionally, as described in section 3.2, the EQ and EX parallelization strategies share the same work provider for agent initialization, which means, that for a given PRNG seed, both strategies generate initial agents with the exact same energy. As such, if the initial prey energy is somewhat different from usual for one of these strategies, it will be so for both. Consequently, the Kruskal-Wallis test compares two samples with somewhat different observations (EQ and EX) from the remaining four (NL, ST, ER and OD), which is the case for sizes 200 and 800. If we remove EQ and EX from the test, the p-values rise to 0.128 and 0.002 for sizes 200 and 800, respectively, in line with the remaining results. Other than this, the p-values do not appear to follow any trend or pattern, e.g. smaller p-values do not seem to be associated with any particular focal measure, parameter set or model size.
From these results, it is possible to conclude that all realizations appear to produce similar dynamic behavior. Thus, model parallelization does not seem to have introduced any observable bias for the tested parameter sets.
Conclusions
In this paper, a Java implementation of the PPHPC model, providing several multithreaded parallelization strategies, was proposed. The model captures important characteristics of SABMs, such as agent movement and local agent interactions. Three conclusions are drawn from this study:
1. SABM parallelization, if done carefully, can yield considerable performance gains, with speedups up to 40 on a six-core hyper-threaded processor, and maintain statistical accuracy with the original serial model. While developing models in NetLogo is much simpler than directly using Java or other programming languages, it comes at a considerable cost in terms of performance.
2. Different parallelization strategies offer specific trade-offs in terms of performance and simulation reproducibility. For example, the generally most efficient parallelization strategy, OD, does not allow for reproducible simulations and exposes additional complexity due to the additional block size parameter. The EX variant, however, does support reproducible simulations and is not far off in terms of performance.
3. PPHPC was shown to be a valid reference model for comparing distinct implementations or parallelization strategies, from both performance and statistical accuracy perspectives.
The Java implementation of PPHPC and the respective parallelization strategies can be subject to additional experimentation, e.g. in machines with higher core counts or by exploring additional parameter sets. Nonetheless, future implementations in distinct architectures (e.g. GPU, FPGA, distributed memory) or programming languages, should provide an opportunity to further evaluate how can SABMs be appropriately implemented in each case. Table 8 -P -values for the Kruskal-Wallis statistical test which tests the null hypothesis that the specified focal measures from the six PPHPC versions are drawn from the same distribution. Smaller p-values (lower than 0.05 or 0.01) question the null hypothesis, indicating that at least one implementation produced an output significantly different from the others. Values lower than 0.05 are underlined, while values lower than 0.01 are double-underlined. The number of workers, p, is set to 12 for the parallel implementations. For the OD implementation, b = 500.
